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Dodge PARA-FLEX Standard Couplings

Finished Bore Flange Design
•Extra bore capacity
•Accomodates larger shaft diameters
•Allows for smaller coupling selection
•Two setscrews at 65°
•Precision alignment flats
•Ductile iron flange for clearance or interference fits

TAPER-LOCK Flange Design
•Reversible flanges for H or F style mounting on sizes PX50 to PX120
•Uses standard TAPER-LOCK bushings for wide range of bores

Torque Transmitted Through Composite Element System
•Reinforced with torque-carrying tension cords
•Natural rubber or Neoprene
•Split end reinforcement
•Dampens torsional vibration

No Lubrication - Less Maintenance

Visual Inspection - Saves Time

Five-Year Limited Warranty
•Dependable product performance
•40+ years application experience
•Warranty includes sizes PX40 to PX200 TAPER-LOCK®  COUPLING

Standard, TAPER-LOCK
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Standard, TAPER-LOCK

 
BDS Part No.

-
-

C7060
C7061

-
C7063
C7064
C7065
C7066
C7068

-
C7074
C7075

-
-

In-Stock TAPER-LOCK Flange Assemblies - Type H
Coupling Size Model No. Part No.

PX60 010602 C7008
PX70 010603 C7009
PX80 010604 C7010

Coupling Size Model No. Part No.

PX90 010605 C7012
PX100 010606 C7013
PX110 010607 C7014

Coupling Size Model No. Part No.

PX120 010608 C7015
PX140 011134 C7050
PX200 011140 C7055
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Dodge High Speed PARA-FLEX TAPER-LOCK Couplings

In-Stock HS Element
Coupling Size Model No. Part No.

PH96 011228 C3914
PH116 011230 C3916
PH131 011231 C3918
PH213 011239 C3917
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1000T Series Tapered Grip Steelflex® Couplings by Falk/Rexnord

The Simplest, most cost-effective alternative to gear couplings.
The New Rexnord redefines total coupling value in the 22,001-8.5 million in-lb (2 501-932 Nm) 
torque range with Steelflex. It offers simpler initial installation than gear couplings. The unique 
“replace in place” design eliminates the need to move hubs or re-align shafts, reducing element 
change-out time. Plus, low initial coast and a guaranteed five-year, no-maintenance run time- with 
the use of long-lasting lubricant - assure the lowest lifetime operating coast in the torque range.

Longer Life
Tapered grids, made of high strength alloy steel, are quenched and tempered to spring hardness. 
The grid surface is then precision shot peened to compress the surface molecules. The effect 
is a dramatic increase in rating, providing reserve strength for longer life or allowing a smaller 
size coupling to be selected. This precision technology was originally used in the production of 
sophisticated aircraft components.

Extended Maintenance Periods
Now you can install the coupling and lubricate it with Falk Long Term Grease (LTG) and forget 
periodic, routine maintenance for five years. Falk LTG grease was developed specifically for 
couplings. It resists the separation of the oil and thickening agent that occurs in typical greases. The 
initial use of Falk LTG coupling grease will eliminate routine lubrication cycles while still providing 
the necessary lubrication to the tapered grid.

Quick, Easy Installation . . . Replace-In-Place Design
The grid is the wearing member of a Steelflex coupling and it is a fraction of the complete coupling 
cost. Tapered grids are accessible through the quickly removable cover. The replace-in-place design of the replacement grids allows them to be dropped in 
without the need to replace hubs or move and realign shafts and connected equipment as required with gear couplings and many elastomer designs. When 
coupling-connected equipment must be moved, the job takes longer and costs a lot more.

Equipment Protection Against Shaft Misalignment
The grid is free to rock, pivot and float within the hub teeth. Generous misalignment capacity is provided without producing detrimental bearing side loads 
created by other coupling types.

Equipment Protection Against Shock/Vibratory Loads
Torsional flexibility is the ability of Falk Steelflex couplings to torsionally deflect when subjected to normal shock or vibratory loads, providing flexible 
accommodation to changing load conditions. Consequently, the coupling is capable of tuning the drive system. It absorbs impact energy by spreading it over 
an increment of time. It damps vibration and reduces peak or shock loads by as much as 30%. It is a true shock absorber for rotary motion, relying on the 
predictable resilience of the steel grid for torsional flexibility.

Versatile Designs
Two cover designs are available in the popular sizes. Standard spacer, piloted, high speed, brakewheel or disc, and controlled torque designs are also available.

Worldwide Availability
Steelflex couplings and component parts, in popular sizes and types, are available from Falk distribution center stocks, or from our world, wide distribution 
network with the largest stock of rough bore, finish straight bore and Taper-lock bushed hubs of any shaft coupling on the market.

Protection Against Shaft Misalignment
The grid is free to rock, pivot and float within the hub teeth. Generous misalignment capacity is provided without producing detrimental bearing side loads 
created by many elastomer couplings.

The function of a coupling is to connect two shafts, plus to protect expensive driving and driven equipment from misalignment, shock loads, vibration and 
thrust loads.

Fort Myers Branch Clewiston Branch
2624 Hanson Street  1310 Evercane Road
Fort Myers, FL 33901 Clewiston, FL 33440
(800) 282-8378  (800) 282-5186
(239) 332-1131  (863) 983-6131
(239) 332-7746 Fax  (863) 983-9775 Fax
sales@bobdeansupply.com sales@bobdeansupply.com

Check item availability and make secure online purchases with 
Bob Dean Supply’s eCatalog at

www.bobdeansupply.com
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1000T Series Tapered Grip Steelflex® Couplings by Falk/Rexnord (continued)

Type T10 Close Coupled
A double flexing, close-coupled design for use in 
four bearing systems. Features a horizontally split 
cover which allows for grid replacement without 
the movement of the connected equipment.

Type T20 Close Coupled
A double flexing design featuring a vertically split steel 
cover. Ideal for higher running speeds.

Type T31 Full Spacer
Complete center section drops out for easy 
service of connected equipment bearings and 
seals. Ideal for pump applications.

Type T35 Half Spacer
An economical spacer design for easy service 
of connected equipment bearings and seals. 
Ideal for pump applications.

Type T41/T44 Controlled Torque
Provides adjustable slipping action to protect connected 
equipment from shock, jams or temporary overloads.

Type T50 Piloted
For use on line shaft applications. Can be used in place 
of single engagement gear couplings to provide torsional 
reiliency and lower overall operating cost.

Type T63 Disc Brake
Proven to be far superior to drum-type brakes in 
cost, construction and performance.

Type T70 High Speed
Designed for operating speeds beyond those of the 
T10 and T20 designs. Features a one-piece cover and 
balanced components.

Type T90 Flywheel
Used primarily to connect the flywheel of an engine 
to the driven machinery. It provides for higher 
torque ratings with resulting smaller sizes and lower 
costs than elastomer couplings.

Type T10/G82 Spacer
A combination of two standard 
Rexnord couplings. Utilizes readily 
available components for an 
economical price and shorter leads 
time.

Type BW Brakewheel
Provides a built-in breaking surface right at or near the 
centerline of the coupling. 

Type T50 Floating Shaft
Double piloted design for 
connecting equipment where the 
distance between shafts is too 
large for a spacer type coupling.

FALK Steelflex Grid Couplings
A general purpose, lubricated design that combines the economy and high torque capacity of a gear coupling with the torsional flexibility of an elastomer 
coupling. Backed by a 5–year lubrication warranty, Falk Steelflex couplings require no periodic maintenance when lubricated with Falk LTG (Long Term 
Grease) at installation. Featuring 25 sizes, Steelflex couplings can accommodate torque loads of 7,500,000 (lb-in) and shaft diameters of 20 inches. 

Fort Myers Branch Clewiston Branch
2624 Hanson Street  1310 Evercane Road
Fort Myers, FL 33901 Clewiston, FL 33440
(800) 282-8378  (800) 282-5186
(239) 332-1131  (863) 983-6131
(239) 332-7746 Fax  (863) 983-9775 Fax
sales@bobdeansupply.com sales@bobdeansupply.com

Check item availability and make secure online purchases with 
Bob Dean Supply’s eCatalog at

www.bobdeansupply.com
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Type T10 
with Horizontal Split Cover

In-Stock Cover Grid Assemblies
Model No. Part No.

1020T10 C5000
1030T10 C5001
1040T10 C5002
1050T10 C5003
1060T10 C5004

Model No. Part No.

1070T10 C5005
1080T10 C5006
1090T10 C5007
1100T10 C5008
1110T10 C5009
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Lifelign® (Series 1000 Crowned Tooth) Gear Couplings by Falk/Rexnord

The wrong gear coupling can be costly. So Rexnord has developed the less expensive solution: Lifelign couplings. The low initial cost of Falk Lifelign Gear 
Couplings, along with the highest bore capacities and ratings make them the true money saving option saving you as much as 35 percent over competitive 
designs. Built to last longer, protect your equipment and save you money, Lifelign couplings are right for a whole world of applications. What’s more, Rexnord 
Couplings are designed to AGMA size standards, and are interchangeable “half for half” with many other brands.
 

With a wide variety of sizes and capacity ratings, durable Lifelign couplings give users the broadest possible choice range, no matter what the application, or 
factory environment.

Smart Money
A large bore capacity and high ratings, combined with a gear coupling’s inherent torque density, offers a low initial cost for Many applications up to 35 percent 
over other brands.

Longer Life
A longer working life is virtually built into Lifelign couplings. Superior lubrication, Long Term Grease (LTG), and a four point seal, extend life and reduce 
maintenance.

Equipment Protection
Triple crowned teeth are designed with crowns on all working portions of the teeth, so they can slide freely to accommodate misalignment and movement. As a 
result, connected equipment is protected from damaging loads.

Interchangeability
Because of their AGMA standard sizes, Lifelign couplings are one half for one half interchangeable with other standard gear couplings, regardless of difference 
in sleeve barrel, hub and bore dimensions.

G Standard Flanged Sleeve  
 This general purpose series is used on bulk handling systems, paper machines, fans, 
 pumps, cranes, mixers, sugar mills, crusher and many other high torque applications.
 •12 sizes
 •18 types
 •Bores to 330 mm (13 inch)
 •Capacities to 135 000 Nm (1,197,000 lb./in.)
 •Largest bore capacity and rating make this coupling an economical choice.
 

GC Continuous Sleeve   
 The one piece sleeve is used on high speed equipment with low inertia requirements,
 and in applications requiring a low initial cost.
 •6 sizes
 •2 types
 •Bores to 134 mm (4.875 inch)
 •Capacities to 18 500 Nm (163,800 lb./in.)
 •Low rotating mass
 •Compact design
 •Lowest initial cost
 
G Large Flanged Sleeve   
 This larger capacity size is ideal for very high torque applications in power plants, 
 mining, cement, steel and metal mills, paper, sugar, rubber and other large industrial plants.
 •16 sizes
 •10 types
 •Bores to 1 219 mm (52 inch)
 •Capacities to 6 760 000 Nm (59,850,000 lb./in.)
 •Bolton seal end plates for easy seal ring replacement
 •Alloy steel option for increased capacity and life
 •Lowest initial cost for high capacity requirements

Fort Myers Branch Clewiston Branch
2624 Hanson Street  1310 Evercane Road
Fort Myers, FL 33901 Clewiston, FL 33440
(800) 282-8378  (800) 282-5186
(239) 332-1131  (863) 983-6131
(239) 332-7746 Fax  (863) 983-9775 Fax
sales@bobdeansupply.com sales@bobdeansupply.com

Check item availability and make secure online purchases with 
Bob Dean Supply’s eCatalog at

www.bobdeansupply.com
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Type G20
Double Engagement Coupling with Exposed Bolts
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QUADRA-FLEX® Sleeves
Types JEM - JEMS
Type J sleeves are molded 
ThermoPlastic Rubber 
(TPR). Available in 1 
piece solid (JEM), and 
1 piece split (JEMS) 
construction. TPR 
material will handle 
higher temperature 
ranges as well as be oil 
resistant.

Types EM - E - N
Type EM, E, and N 
sleeves are of two piece 
molded construction 
with Retaining Ring. 
They are available in 
ThermoPlastic Rubber 
(TPR), EPDM (Type E), 
or Neoprene (Type N). 
These can be used with 
any type flanges within a 
given size range.

Types H - HS
H & HS sleeves are 
molded Hytrel for higher 
torque loading than 
standard EM sleeves. H 
and HS sleeves cannot 
be used with style J and 
B flanges. Not a direct 
replacement for TPR, 
EPDM, or Neoprene 
sleeves.

Type JEM Type JEMS

TypeEM, E and N

Type H Type HS

Dimensions (Inches)

In-Stock Sleeves
Coupling Type Part No.

7 H - Hytrel C3870
8 H - Hytrel C3871
9 H - Hytrel C3872
3 JEM -TPR C3876
4 JEM -TPR C3877
5 JEM -TPR C3878
6 JEM -TPR C3879
7 JEM -TPR C3880
8 JEM -TPR C3881
9 JEM -TPR C3882
5 E - EPDM C3885
6 E - EPDM C3886
7 E - EPDM C3887
8 E - EPDM C3888
9 E - EPDM C3889

10 E - EPDM C3890
11 E - EPDM C3891
12 E - EPDM C3892

Flexible 
Couplings

QUADRA-FLEX® 4-Way Flexible Couplings by Martin Sprocket & Gear, Inc.

Parallel
Quadra-Flex® couplings absorb parallel 
misalignment without wear and with minimal loss of 
energy. The amount of parallel offset handled varies 
by size from .015” on the size 5 and up to .062” 
on the size 16. This minimizes the radial loads on 
bearings when parallel misalignment occurs. 

Angular
Due to the flexing characteristics of the sleeve 
and the locking action of the teeth, Quadra-Flex® 
couplings  easily handle angular misalignment up to 
1 degree without any appreciable wear.

Torsional
Quadra-Flex® sleeves are torsionally resilient and 
are well suited to absorbing shocks and dampening 
vibrations that would otherwise be transmitted 
between the equipment.
 

Axial
The axial flexibility of the sleeve allows the Quadra-
Flex® coupling to accept a limited amount of end 
float. This serves to reduce thrust loads transferred 
to bearings. Quadra-Flex units will accept axial 
movement of  approximately 1/8”.

Non Lubricated, Maintenance Free, Easy and Quick Installation   /   Handles All Combinations of Shock, Vibration, and Misalignment
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Type S flexible coupling flanges are bored to size to fit on any standard shaft. 
They are produced from high strength cast iron. Units are easy to install and 
remove and are stocked in a wide range of bore sizes.

QUADRA-FLEX® Type S Couplings (Bored to Size)

Finished Bore Sizes (Inches/Millimeters)

In-Stock Type S Couplings
Coupling Bore Part No.

6S 3/4” C3779
6S 7/8” C3780
6S 1” C3782
6S 1-1/8” C3783
6S 1-1/4” C3785
6S 1-3/8” C3786
6S 1-1/2” C3788
6S 1-5/8” C3790

Coupling Bore Part No.

7S 3/4” C3798
7S 1-1/8” C3801
7S 1-3/8” C3804
7S 1-1/2” C3806
7S 1-5/8” C3808
7S 1-7/8” C3810
8S 1-1/8” C3815
8S 1-1/4” C3818

Coupling Bore Part No.

8S 1-3/8” C3819
8S 1-1/2” C3821
8S 1-5/8” C3822
8S 1-3/4” C3823
8S 1-7/8” C3825
8S 2” C3828
8S 2-1/4” C3826
8S 2-1/8” C3828
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Dimensions (Inches)

Flexible 
Couplings

QUADRA-FLEX® Type J Flanges

Type J Flanges are supplied bored to size with 
standard keyway and two setscrews to slip fit on 
standard shafting.

Type J Flanges use JEM 1 Piece, JEMS 1 Piece Split & EM 2 Piece split sleeves. 

Hytrel	sleeves	are	not	intended	for	use	with	this	type	of	flange.

Bored to Size Couplings With Finished Bore, Keyway, and Set Screw

QD Couplings

Taper Bushed Couplings Type TBH and TBF

Stock Flexible Couplings by Martin Sprocket & Gear, Inc. 
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Stock Flexible Couplings by Martin Sprocket & Gear, Inc. (continued)

All Martin chain couplings have hardened teeth
Coupling Selection
Roller chain couplings have a torque capacity in excess of the torque normally transmitted by shafting 
which falls within the coupling bore range. Select the smallest coupling which will accomodate both 
shafts. For a reversing operation, shock or pulsating loads, or other severe operating conditions, select the 
next larger coupling size. 

A cover should be used to assure maximum service life, particularly if the coupling operates at high speeds 
or under moist conditions. For proper lubrication, fill the space between the cover and the coupling with 
soft to medium consistency coupling grease.

Coupling With Plain Bores for Reboring

Stock Coupling Covers
Covers fit Taper Bushed, QD and Stock, and Finished Bore Couplings. Covers allow excellent lubrication, 
and their use is recommended to obtain maximum coupling life. Covers are of aluminum and are made in 
halves for easy installation. Synthetic rubber oil seals, which contact the coupling hubs, retain the lubri-
cant and prevent the entry of dirt. Covers are fitted with gaskets between the halves.

BS Coupling

QD Coupling

Type TBF

Type TBH

Standard Covers Fit These Couplings
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Stock Jaw Couplings by Martin Sprocket & Gear, Inc. 

Jaw Coupling Selection Procedure
A. Determine Service Factor by Matching Driven Unit with Prime Mover in Service Factor Guide.
B. Multiply Service Factor by Driven Unit or Motor H.P. to Obtain Adjusted H.P.
C. Select Flexible Coupling with Horsepower Capacity Equal to or Greater than Adjusted H.P.

ML (Universal Series) - Torque and Horsepower Ratings

MS (Super Series) - Torque and Horsepower Ratings
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Dimensions         Spiders - Buna-N (Rubber) and Hytrel

                                  Spiders - Urethane† and Bronze*

Coupling Selection Chart for 60 Hz Nema Motor Frames
Based on Buna-N (Rubber) Spider*†

Coupling Half  Spider  Coupling Half

In-Stock Spiders
Model Type Part No.

L099/L100 Hytrel C3499
L100 Urethane C3506
L110 Urethane C3500
L050 Buna-N C3501
L075 Buna-N C3502
L070 Buna-N C3503

L090/L095 Buna-N C3504
L099/L100 Buna-N C3507

L110 Buna-N C3508
L150 Buna-N C3509
L190 Buna-N C3510
L225 Buna-N C3511
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Rexnord® Omega® Standard Couplings with Straight Bore Hubs

Split-In-Half Flex Element
Allows disassembly and replacement without disturbing hubs or connected equipment.

Reversible Hubs
Accommodates different shaft spacing requirements, allows compression bushings to be installed from either side of the hub.


